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Abstract: Distributed systems environment comprises set of Hosts, workstations, terminals, Different Servers, bridges, Gateways, printers and so on. The sharing of resources and information in this distributed systems and networking environment increases day-by-day. This is more and more prone to attacks and hazards. Now-a-days, as threats become more widespread, attackers get smarter and the infrastructure required securing. Hence, in large systems, it is essential to distribute the management tasks by defining the security policies by the systems manager for controlling, monitoring and organizing employee’s access. In some cases, it is possible to employee’s tasks may conflict or overlap. To avoid this, we present a Novel approach for organizing Conflicting Security tasks that has been specifically designed with consistency. It organizes tasks into a tree shaped structure to maintain significant representation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The most important feature of any information system in the distributed environment is the guarding of information against illegal disclosure. At the same time, authenticity and authorization are also the important issues in this environment along with the confidentiality. Such protection ranges from simple authentication to the most complex authorization required for susceptible information. Networks and distributed systems can be very large and complex which requiring the partitioning of management responsibility according to functions. But the partitioning may also reflect organizational, geographical or even network layer boundaries.

Partitioning of duties is a good practice for avoidance of fraud and by specifying the policies in a systematic manner by partitioning the tasks and its related privileges. These policies consist of a chain of restrictions which are linked with a set of tasks which, may be allocated to one or more employees according to their job. Permissions are associated with tasks and users/employees (Here after, we use as an employee) are made members of those tasks for organizing Conflicting Security tasks to make sure that they are consistent. On the other hand, in speedy altering systems, an employee would likely have more than one task, and some of these tasks may overlap.

A significant effort has been made to properly defining policies in information systems in the distributed environment to avoid conflicts. In fact, three levels of policy specifications were identified [1]. The first one is the Top-level abstract policies, which can be objectives of the business, different agreements, or trust relationships. These policies are not enforceable and their realization involves refining them into one of the other two policy levels. The second level is the Middle-level policies or business-level policies, which are specified by the system manager and related to specific objects and finally the Bottom-level policies such as security mechanism patterns or machine patterns that are related to s/w & h/w. In this work, we focus on the Specification policies and discuss the concepts used to express these policies. After that we present a novel approach that is designed to organize the conflicting policies Tasks. In addition to that algorithms are also given for assigning a new task and deleting an existing task.

Specification policies determines which an employee may access specific information. It can be able by defining a series of conditions (constraints) by the system manager for controlling monitoring and organizing the access [2]. In common, a rule is resolute based on the sensitivity of the information. If it is sensitive, a policy should be developed to sustain tight control over accessing that information. For example, within a well-established industry/Organization, the financial profits and liabilities has to known by the top-Level officials only. It is to be considered as the most sensitive and any other employee should be restricted to access/enter into the resources. Like that, In a Military organizations, the information related to the strength of the country in terms of weapons, rifles, Machine guns, canons, rockets, grenades, Mortars, Pistols, Howitzers and the Armed forces has to known by the higher officials only. This information is more and more sensitive and the access is restricted to the common people and other Bottom-level officials like soldiers and etc. In similar, the Top rated government secrets which are most sensitive can be accessed by only the Higher-Level bureaucrats and secretaries to the Government.
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This information should be restricted to the Lower-Level officials and disgruntled employees working within the Government organization. In fact, safety considerations range from simple policies to the composite and complicate policies to protect the sensitive information.

Supporting such policies is based on a combining of three essential elements Employees, Objects and Tasks. Employees are to which authorizations are granted. Employee/employees can be an individual or a group of persons within the organization. Data to be protected can be any part of the stored information. Lastly, Tasks, which are named collections of authorizations or privileges granted to employees to perform certain job functions. For example, let us assume that an organization in which Tasks are created based on the job functions of the employees. Tasks are subsequently having a set of Constraints based on the requirements of the jobs/Functionalities. Employees are assigned appropriate tasks based on their eligibility like Age, Designation, qualification, service in the particular organization, and their trustworthiness etc.,

In majority of the cases, an employee needs to perform more than one task, with overlapping permissions. These tasks may be planned into a hierarchy to hold a more expressive illustration. As result the any conflicting authorizations may be resolved. An employee with more than one task can have rights to access the tasks authorized and restricted by the other tasks. In such type of cases, the employee is supposed to be given the highest permissions amongst his/her tasks by discovery the highest non-conflicting tasks. To deal with such matters, our approach organizes the tasks into a hierarchical structure (i.e., tree shaped structure) using an open source library called tree.hh used by [3]. Then the inheritance is resolved in the perspective of overlapping tasks. Finally, the non-conflicting authorizations assigned the overlapping tasks are extracted. The clear explanation about this approach is discussed in section 4.

The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the Background information related to this approach and motivation behind this work. Our methodology is discussed in Section 3. The proposed approach itself is then presented in Section 4 along with its result analysis in Section 5. Final conclusion is given in Section 6.

II. BACKGROUND INFORMATION & MOTIVATION

While starting with the explanation about our novel approach, we provide a concise general idea of the essential terms and the organizational structure related to the policies.

1.1 Employees, Objects and Tasks: In certainty, policies consist of tasks, data/objects, and employees. Tasks are primary formed with precise constraints or authorization on particular objects (data) based on the job functions. Employees would be an employee or even a program permitted to do particular operations based on their assigned duties. Such elements are particularly useful for common operations such as adding/deleting an employee, or assigning/altering employee’s tasks. Fig 1 portrays the associations. The merging of access control used for several employees into a unique task entry allows easier for the organization of the approach and much efficient verifiability of secured policy. In an outsized distributed systems environment, task hierarchy and the necessity for customized privileges makes supervision potentially clumsy. The organizing of an individual's constraints becomes simpler in that constraints do not have to be directly assigned on an Employee-by-Employee basis. Some other details about tasks hierarchy is explained later.

2.2 Tasks Hierarchy

Task: A task is an activity or a piece of work assigned to a specific one without conflict. Tasks can be linked together to create dependencies.

Tasks may have ordered into a hierarchy which, characterize as a quasi ordering, symbolize as $\preceq$ [4]. These hierarchies possess a more open imagination especially in the case of existing overlapping permissions.

Def 1: No employee in the environment should be allocate to two conflicting tasks. Conflicting tasks can not have the common employees. It can be expressed as $(OT \cap CT) \subseteq Tasks(OT(E)) \implies OT(CT) \cap tasks(OT(E)) = \emptyset$

Where

- $OT=one \ task$
- $CT=Conflicting \ tasks$
- $E= All \ the \ Employees \ in \ the \ Environment.$

Ex: Permission to make soft/hard copy of the work for personal use is granted without fee provided that the copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage. To copy otherwise, to post on servers, or to use this lists requires a prior specific consent and/or a fee.

Like that, we can define more about this, as a given a task $T$, let $t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_n \in T$ be individual Tasks. If $t_1$ is at the top level and $t_2$ is at the next level in the hierarchy ordering and additionally, that $t_1$ is a child of $t_2$ and $t_2$ is a parent of $t_1$, then $t_1$ becomes heir to all constraints that are assigned to $t_2$ also, and that all employees who are mapped to $t_1$ are affected by the $t_2$ constraints. Similarly if $t_2$ precedes $t_1$ in the hierarchy ordering the same what mapped to $t_1$ and $t_2$ are happened to $t_2$ and $t_3$ which is articulated in Def 2.

Def 2: A task $t_1$ in a task hierarchy T heir all the constraints of the remaining tasks in $T= (t_2, \ldots, t_n)$, which implies, $t_1$ heir all the constraints of the tasks reachable from $t_1$ to the head task $T$. 

![Diagram](image)
Task hierarchy is illustrated in Fig 2 as an example, where any task inherits all the constraints that are assigned to its parents up to the Head. For example, suppose that pathological information of a patient in a patient table which consists of the attributes (e.g., Name, Age, city, Test Result) of an orthopedic division can be accessed by the corresponding Doctor and nurse staff only. It should not be accessed by the doctors and the nurse staff of other specializations like Nephrology. Consequently, the doctors and the nurse staff of an orthopedic division are restricted from accessing the patient table attributes of the specified table. This is called Security Object and defined in Def 3.

Def 3: A Security Object O for tasks T = \{\{v\} : \{v\}:= values of tables T; restricted to tasks T, where \{v\}:= all T’s attributes values\}.

Security Policies are taken into the consideration for the survey of the literature. For example, many languages are designed or extended for expressing policies such as the XML concepts based languages [5] and the logic programming based languages [6]. The extensible Access Control Markup Language (XACML) is the most pertinent proposed Language [7] is appropriate to express the requirements connected to permission for web-based systems. Some Investigators measured the policies formulation [8]. For instance, the Unified Modeling Language (UML) to articulated dependence policies with predicate terms whose grammar is expressed in UML. Correspondingly, a Trust organizing structure that supports role existence cycle management using UML diagrams is introduced [9]. Specific Policy design in web-based applications has been proposed [10]. An Abstract hierarchy Model for Managing Overlapping Security Roles model is designed by Altamimi, 2017. In this model, Description about the objects and restrictions to authorize by specifying security policies was designed. Other frameworks investigate the association of security policies with client side code with protection provided by the interception and analysis of database queries [11].

A framework for policy driven management for distributed systems was designed [12]. A family of reference models for Role-based access control was introduced [13]. A role based framework for distributed systems management also investigated [14]. For the most part, however, none of these works are designed to manage or consider the conflicting tasks but the policy designs itself. Using the RSL 99 Language, Role-based separation of duty (SOD) constraints technique is introduced [15] for prevention of fraud and errors and is practiced long before the existence of the computers. This SOD technique is unable to address the current demands. Because, the present system requires a dynamically changing environment, which are growing day by day to meet the current needs where the nodes are dynamically added and deleted.

### III. METHODOLOGY

A novel approach for organizing the conflicting security tasks are required in dynamically changing distributed systems environment. It is designed to permit policy designers to identify the security constructs. In this work, we provide a simple algorithm also to rebuild the tree shaped structure after assigning a new task to the employee and after deleting an existing task from the totally available set of tasks. In a large Distributed systems environment, the organizing of the tasks is always dynamic and should not be static. The reason behind the dynamic nature is because of it is required to add a new task or need to delete an existing Task. In some cases, it is required to alter an existing task and needs to be assigned to some other due to the administrative constraints. With this objective, we propose a well-suited approach which is a tree-shaped nature. Tasks are organized into a tree-structured to support better illustration. Then the highest permissions amongst the assigned Tasks are removed by finding the Top-Level non-overlapping tasks. To resolve these problems, this approach relies on an open source library called tree.hh to systematize the tasks into a tree shaped structure, then the inheritance is resolved in the context of conflicting tasks and finally the Top-Level non-overlapping permissions are created. A more comprehensive conversation for our approach is provided in the later part of this section.

### IV. A NOVEL APPROACH FOR ORGANIZING THE CONFLICTING SECURITY TASKS

In a quickly altering larger networking and distributed systems environment, it is necessary to be assign an employee for more than one task according to his/her jobs. Each task would have dissimilar permissions to access specific sensitive data, this should not be conflict. To avoid the conflicting of the tasks, most of the existing Distributed system environments apply a “constraint based priority” principle. The problem with this principle is if it is not well planned, resulting to lead complicated restrictions on accessible data. Assuming, if an employee is a member of several tasks with varied permissions, the employee will be controlled according to the permissions of the least prioritized task, results of restricting the employee from access to data even if she is permitted to access them by using other task(s). For example, suppose the manager of a Distributed systems environment is included in the tasks shown in Figure 2 and assigns an employee Sreepriya to the task of manager, which has a complete access to the entire data relevant to finance, accounts and sales. Later, due to some administration constraints, if Sreepriya is assigned a task of sales, which restricts her from accessing Finance and accounting information. Here in this case, the tasks assigned to the Sreepriya are conflicted. Sreepriya is restricted from accessing the Finance and accounts information because of the current needs where the nodes are dynamically added and deleted.
However, she can access the Finance and accounts information because of she is already having the task of manager, who is the overall in charge of the tasks of Finance, accounts and sales.

To deal with this problem, Sreepriya should be given the top-Level permissions amongst her tasks by finding her top-Level non-overlapping tasks. To perform this, tasks should be organized in a tree shaped structure in order to pick-up the Top-Level task. In this structure a task -hierarchy restrictions will be inherited that a task of the below one take over all restrictions that are assigned to its top most hierarchy. Subsequently, all the employees who are mapped to this task are affected by the tasks restrictions plus all the inherited restrictions are expressed in Def 4.

Def 4: A User G who assigned to tasks $T_n=(t_1,\ldots,t_n)$ affected by all constraints of $T_n$ PLUS all constraints of $T_m$ with the hierarchies $H_m=(h_1,\ldots,h_m)$, where $h_i$ is the hierarchy for $t_i$ and ... $h_k$ is the hierarchy for $t_k$ and $h_k$ consists of $t_1,\ldots,t_k$ where $t_r\leq t_2$ and $t_r\leq t_2$ for all tasks $t_i\in T$. We say that G restricts by all constraints of $T_n$ PLUS all constraints reachable from $t_1$ to the Head of $T$. Now, we discuss the implementation of this hierarchy along with a suitable example to demonstrate both the authorization and sensitiveness of our novel approach.

V. RESULT ANALYSIS

In our approach, the open source tree.hh library is used to implement the tree shaped hierarchy. It offers various types of iterators such as breadth first and depth first, to traverse the tree nodes where its access methods are compatible. DFS is recursive in nature, which introduces an overhead, and also might cause our code to hit the stack size limit for larger nodes. In our approach, we assumed a breadth first search strategy is the best fit. Because of its simplicity and works in a single stage. The algorithm traverses from the Head task and then explores the search in the level by level manner i.e., as close as possible from the Head task. We have to visit each node exactly once, since we do not traverse the same edge more than once. As such, the time complexity is $O(n)$ where $n$ is the number of tasks, which is very small.

Fig 3 illustrates the Task Tree associated with the tasks hierarchy depicted in Fig 2. Numbers with nodes represent the task ID. In the tasks tree, every node is connected to an arbitrary number of child nodes/Tasks. If the top of the tree, there may also exist, a set of tasks which are characterized by that do not have any parents. Nodes at the same level are called “siblings” and are not overlapping. So, if an employee is assigned to sibling tasks, the employee's permissions will be the union of all her tasks restrictions. However, nodes at different levels may indeed conflict. Each node may inherit its parent's restrictions if any exist.

To improve the search performance, the employee’s task(s), along with their restrictions, are stored in a relational database. The Top-Level or most privileged tasks amongst the employee’s tasks are also stored in that. Consequently, instead of re-executing the search process each time the employees request an access to the stored information, her Top most tasks are retrieved from the database and cached in memory for further accessing. Fig 4 illustrates an example for employees tasks stored in the database.

It is inevitable that in a dynamically changing environment, the employee's tasks can be altered or modified over the period of time based on their requirements and needs (e.g., Assign, Create, Add, Withdraw and Delete tasks). For example, assume that the employee Sreevarshini is assigned to the following tasks: sales, E-sales, Finance, E-Fin and production. Sreevarshini's restrictions will be defined by the union of these tasks. Note, E-sales is a child of the sales task, E-Fin is a child of the Finance task and because the employee utilizes the top most task. Hence, E-sales, E-Fin are not listed in the top most tasks table. As a result, its restrictions will be ignored.

Now, suppose the employee Sreevarshini becomes a manager. The tasks sales, E-sales, Finance, and E-Fin will not be listed in the top most tasks table, and their restrictions will be disregarded in the security checking process because they are children of the task manager. After some time, suppose that the policy is once again modified and the employee Sreevarshini is withdrawn from the same task of a manager.
The employee’s Top most tasks should then be reset to sales, E-sales, Finance, E-Fin. Fig 5 shows an example for the Assign, Withdraw and Delete tasks, and their effect on the security tables.

Eventually, we note that the Tasks Tree itself may also be affected by the Delete operation. For instance, when a task is deleted, the tree is re-structured by moving all children of the deleted task, resulting they become siblings of that task. For example, suppose the Finance task is deleted then the E-Fin, M-Fin tasks should be connected directly to the task of a manager. For this purpose, we also provide a simple algorithm to rebuild the tree. It starts from the parent of the deleted node, extracts the sub-trees of its child nodes, and then attaches each one to the parent of the deleted task. The full tree can be re-structured if necessary. Fig 6 shows the task tree after deleting the Finance task.

In addition to deleting a Task, in this approach it is possible to add a new node to the existing environment which is essential for dynamical environments. We have given an algorithm for adding a new node to the environment in Algorithm 2. In our example, we added a new node Marketing to the existing tree shaped structure then it is shown in the below Fig 7 & Fig 8.

Algorithm 2: For Adding a Task:
1) Start
2) At first, locate the Task to be added
3) If the newly added Task to be at level 0 i.e., as Head Task occurs in two cases:
   3.1 Replace the Existing Head Task with the Newly added Task
   3.2 Make the New Task as Head Task and make the Existing Head Task as child to the newly inserted Task
4) If the newly added Task to be at level 1:
   4.1 Add the new Task as child to the Head Task and make the Head Task as parent to the new Task and make the new Task as child to the head Task.
   4.2 Increment by 1, the values assigned to the Tasks after the newly inserted Task
5) If the newly added Task to be at level 2 or below
   5.1 Add the new Task as Child to the existing Tasks and make the newly added Task as children to the existing Task and make the existing Task as parent to the new Task.
   5.2 Increment by 1, the values assigned to the Tasks after the newly inserted Task
6) Now, get it the updated Tree
7) Stop
VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduced a novel approach that is designed specifically to organize conflicting security tasks. In most complex distributed systems environment, an employee would likely have more than one task, and some of these tasks may have conflicting constraints. Our Novel approach for organizing the conflicting security Tasks (OCST) is constructed based on the well-known tree shaped structure. As an outcome of organizing the tasks in a way, constraints of multi-level hierarchies would be inherited by the successor tasks. Security administrators not only work in a familiar setting, but also verify security policies. We have also discussed the implementation of OCST using the class library (tree.hh). Finally, we shown how the tasks tree is re-shaped after applying the different operations such as assign, withdraw and delete tasks. The algorithms for adding and deleting a task in the dynamic environment are also provided. In conclusion, we deemed that the model presented in this work gives a good solution to the problem of overlapping/conflicting roles.
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